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Running out of fuel? Feel’er up! 

Press Release 

(Älvsjö, Stockholm län) – This is the second time that Macken Bryggeri is participating at Stockholm 
Beer & Whisky Festival. This time Macken Bryggeri is officially releasing its second beer album 
“Gasölines vol. II” followed by the very first beer album ever released in Scandinavia called “Gasölines 
vol. I” in the summer 2014. The second chapter of Macken Bryggeri’s mission is even more intriguing 
and varied. 
 
This collection treasure features Slussen (Extra Special Bitter), an ale for old good memories and an 
exclusive homage to legendary Slussen; C’mon Billy (Golden Maple Belgian Ale), a special golden 
Belgian ale with a touch of pure Canadian maple syrup inspired by the film The Silence of the Lambs; 
Shogun Assassin (Ice Sake Ale), a genuine specialty sake ale inspired by the cult film Shogun 
Assassin and Wovoka (Imperial India Pale Ale), a double IPA with Macken’s twist and a tribute to the 
Native American spiritual leader Wovoka. 

 

Macken beers: Wovoka, Slussen, C’mon Billy, Shogun Assassin 



HALL II 

About Macken Bryggeri 

 
Macken Bryggeri is a craft brewing company based in Stockholm, Sweden presenting an array of top-
quality ale and lager delicacies brewed by Brewmaster and PhD in Brewing Andrés Furukawa. 
 
Our brands have a strong and distinct individuality due to the varied kinds of personal background 
stories, intriguing cultural themes and imagination married with the uncompromising commitment to 
beer quality. 
 
Andrés Furukawa is currently brewing the beers himself at Coppersmith's Brewery in Västerås and at 
Charlis Brygghus in Fjälkinge with the scope of establishing the production facilities in Stockholm in not 
distant future. 
 
The foundation of Macken Bryggeri strongly lays on our label concept and visuals conceived by Andrés 
Furukawa and designed by local artist and musician Jonathan Hultén, with a healthy dose of worldwide 
stylistic influences and a special interest in reflecting Stockholm’s own vibe. 
 
The common denominator of our beers is our total dedication to every single input in terms of flavours 
and visuals complementing each other with the hope of proposing a genuine holistic experience to 
those souls out there, who appreciate craft brewing and art with expressive authenticity. 
 
This is our take on brewing to those hearts out of fuel. Let us fuel your imagination!  
 
 

 
Brewery 
Macken Bryggeri AB 
 
Contact 
CEO, Founder & Brewmaster: Andrés Furukawa     
+46(0) 763 295 321 
andres@mackenbryggeri.se 
 
www.mackenbryggeri.se 
#mackenbryggeri 
www.facebook.com/mackenbryggeri 
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